
 RING ITINERARY  
DEPARTING FROM OLIANINA FARM 

 
Distance:  km 62  
Trip grade: easy, suitable for non-professional cyclists 
Route: fully paved on the Right and Left River Po banks 

– stop in San Benedetto Po, one of the most 
beautiful villages in Italy.  
 

 
 
Leaving Olianina farm, we turn right and cover a brief stretch (only 2 Km) on 
the SS12 state highway until we head through Pieve di Coriano where we 
suggest a short stop to visit the gorgeous Matildic Church.  
 We keep riding on the main street and we come to the river Po bank, where 
we turn left towards Quingentole. 15 km after departure we leave the right river Po bank and ride 
for a few kms on the river Secchia bank, to then come back following the Great River at the 18th 

km. Once in San Benedetto Po we climb down the river bank and follow the signs to the town 
center which is worth a significant stop (next to  the 
Abbey, the Tourist Information 
Office is always open).  
Ready to leave again, we follow the  
SP13 provincial road and cross the 
bridge over the river Po, we turn 
immediately left and take the left 
river Po bank. After passing 
through the small town of 

Correggio Micheli, we ride on the river Mincio bank and in the small town 
of Sacchetta Cà Vecchia we take again the left river Po bank (40 km after 
departure). We proceed through Libiola, Serravalle a Po and come to 
Ostiglia, where we find the bridge which takes us again on the opposite side 
of the river, in Revere.  
Once we come to the end of the bridge, we turn right and take again the river bank until Pieve di 
Coriano where we climb down and take the same path which we followed in the outward journey, 
to come back to the Olianina farm. 
 
 


